In a previous issue of these PROCEEDINGS,' while discussing the periods of integrals on algebraic manifolds, we have indicated a construction of the space of all period matrices associated to a polarized algebraic variety. These period matrix varieties seem to lead to an interesting class of analytic spaces, and we shall outline here our results and additionally give some questions which have arisen.
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1. (iii) We note that if r C G is the group of units of Q, then r acts properly discontinuously on D and D/r = H\G/Lr is an analytic space.
(iv) For r odd, the domain D is acted on by the symplectic group, but for r < 1, 2n -1, D is not the Siegel half space associated to Weil's higher Jacobians. For instance, if {X, is a holomorphic family of varieties containing X = Xo, the mapping 1I: {t-D given by 4b(t) = { Hodge decomposition of Hor(X,) } is holomorphic, whereas Weil's Jacobians do not vary analytically with t in general. Suppose that now G c 6 is a real form of 6 which has no compact factors. 4. An Interpretation of Automorphic Cohomology.-Let Y = C/U and M = IP\G/H be as in section 2, where we now assume that r n K = { e}, K c G being the maximal compact subgroup. Then So = K/H is a compact, complex submanifold in D which projects isomorphically onto a subvariety of Ml. We let 2' be the set of compact, complex subinanifolds S C D, dim S = dim So = q0, and z the irreducible component of 2' containing So. Over z we may define a bundle of vector spaces 8 ; z by Es = r-'(S) = Hq0(S,3CD#). Since 5CDj So is negative, HQo(So, 3CD.) = WY' will be an irreducible K-module with dim W" -o c as ,u O .
Now let A be the affine variety 0/k and 8&A A the homogeneous bundle obtained from the K-module W".
